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Abstract— Electrical energy is important and had been demand increasingly. A lot of energy resources have been wasted and 

exhausted. An alternative way to generate electricity by using a population of human had been discovered when walking, the 

vibration that generates between the surface and the footstep is wasted. By utilizing this wasted energy, the electrical energy can be 

generated and fulfill the demand. The transducer that use to detect the vibration is a piezoelectric transducer. This transducer 

converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy. When the pressure from the footstep is applied to the piezoelectric transducer, 

it will convert the pressure or the force into the electrical energy. The piezoelectric transducer is connected in series-parallel 

connection. Then, it is placed on the tile that been made from wood as a model for footstep tile to give pressure to the piezoelectric 

transducers. This tile can be placed in the crowded area, walking pavement or exercise instruments. The electric energy that generates 

from this piezoelectric tile can be power up low power appliances. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Increasing in depletion of fossil fuel and non-renewable energy has been demanded a critical neededfor another alternative source of 

energy to replace the depletion and continuously supply the increasing of energy request. Energy is the ability to do work [1]. Electricity is 

one of the commonly used energy and it is increasing in line with people. The objective in this invention is to use the increasing of human 

population and give high impact in increasing the energy while reducing the negative effect on the environment. This utilizes power also do 

not depend or rely on the climate condition [2]. 

In order to generate the electricity needed, the wasted energy needs to be utilized. The energy is wasted from walking activities 

done by a human can be used to generate electricity. The walking energy is wasted in the form of the vibration to the surface [3, 4]. The 

average human footstep can take about 3000 -5000 steps a day [5-6]. This footstep can generate more electricity to achieve the demand 

needed. The energy from footstep can be extracted by vibration and electromagnatic, electrostatic and piezoelectric are the three types of 

vibration to electrical energy conversion [7]. 

Generally, there are different techniques in generating electrical energy that are received from the people movement or vechicles movement 

on roads. An unfamiliar method is used for the fluctuation of pressure in the ground that is formed by crossing of people or vechicles that are 

exposed and resulting a fixed pressure amplitude [8]. For an example, in the Netherland, the electromagnetic generator is apply on the dance 

floor to generate electricity. However, a relatively larger deflection of floor up to 10mm is needed to generate noticeable electric energy. 

Additionally, its have a complex structure and demand in high assembling cost [9]. In Japan, the piezoelectric transducer had been installed in 

the floor of the subway ticket machine to generate electricity and only need piezoceramic without any complex mechanical structure [8-9]. In 

this method, the energy conversion is based on piezoelectric effect. There are two categories of piezoelectric effect which are direct 

piezoelectric effect and converse piezoelectric effect [10, 11] 

The direct piezoelectric effect is the ability of the piezoelectric transducer to convert the mechanical energy to electrical energy [12-

14]. When vibration or mechanical stress are applied on the piezoelectric transducer, it will deformed and produced electric charge. It is also 

known as generator or transducer effect [15]. The ability of the piezoelectric transducer to convert the electrical energy into the mechanical 

energy is known as converse piezoelectric effect [14, 15] The piezoelectric transducer will deformed when the piezoelectric transducer is 

subjected to the electric field or the electric field is applied to the electric field. This also known as actuator or motor effect [13, 14, 16] 

The vibration energy harvesting operation starts with extracting mechanical vibration energy from the environment and rectifying 

the alternating current (AC) voltage produced and converting it into a direct current (DC) voltage. By using the piezoelectric effect, the 

wasted energy can be used to generate the electricity. When  pressure and strain are applied to the piezoelectric material, it will generate 

electrical energy by converting the mechanical energy from the footstep [17-19]. Piezoelectric materials can be used as mechanisms to 

transfer mechanical energy, usually ambient vibration, into electrical energy that can be stored and used to power other devices [20]. The 

electrical energy from a piezoelectric transducer coupled toa vibration system is usually very low, depending on load and generated AC 

source. Therefore, it is necessaryto develop an interface circuit that makes the conversion to DC. The full-wave bridge rectifier is used in 

order to convert the AC into DC, then filter the waveform and stored it into the capacitor that acts as a storage. This piezoelectric transducer is 

connected to each other and placed it on footpaths, stairs, platforms or in populated areas. The voltage that generated from this piezoelectric 

transducer can be used to power up the low power appliances such as road light, street light and sigh boards of streets [2]. The voltage can be 

stored in the battery and also in the capacitor before being used as the voltage generated from the piezoelectric is low. 

Research has been done in generating the power energy by using piezoelectric transducer. Arvind et.al proposed a power 

generation through human locomotion [21]. It generate the electricity by placing the circular piezoelectric transducer in the pedestrians and 

used it to light the street lights. Another research was done by Ghosh et al., and they proposed electrical power generation using footstep for 

urban area energy application [22]. In this research, they are using sources from human motion to press the gear and the shaft to create 

electrical energy by rotational motion and using the faraday law concept [22]. Besides that piezoelectric transducer also can be used in 
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medical purpose. For this study, Meirer et al., proposed a piezoelectric energy harvesting shoe system for podiatric sensing [23]. This study is 

implement the circular piezoelectric transducer in the heels of the shoes and it targeted to the athletes, physical therapy patients, amputees, 

and those with muscular or nervous system disorders [23]. Another research had been done by Akshat Kamboj et.al, design of footstep power 

generator using piezoelectric sensors [24]. This study also used circular piezoelectric transducer to generate power by using footstep. The 

power generate is stored in two batteries which is 6 volt for each batteries before using to running the load such as light [24]. 

In Bangladesh, by using its population density, the electrical energy can be generate by using the piezoelectric material that had been 

study by Nayan HR. In this study, 12 piezoelectric sensor is used in 1 square ft and by using 50kg weight pressure from single person, the 

minimum voltage per step is 1V [25].It takes 800 steps to increase 1V charge in battery, so to increase 12V in battery it needs 9600 steps. If 

in 1 seconds the average of footstep is 2 step, then it take 80 minutes to achive 9600 steps [25]. 

In this study, the development of power generation by using piezoelectric tile has been studied. The piezoelectric transducer 

generate electrical energy by converting the pressure applied on it. The sources of pressure is from the weight of the people walking over it. 

The 6 cell of piezoelectric transducers is attach together in series-parallel connection. The output of this piezoelectric transducer is in AC 

voltage and not a steady output. So a full wave bridge rectifier is used to convert the AC voltage into DC voltage, then the voltage is filtered 

by the smoothing capacitor to filter out any fluctuations in the output. After being rectifier and filter the output is ready to be store in capacitor 

or used by low power appliances. 

 
 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this study, lead zirconate titante (PZT) piezoelectric transducer has been used to harvest the kinetic energy from the footstep. The output 

voltage of this piezoelectric transducer is dependent to the structure of the ceramic and magnitude of strain and stress that applies on its 

structure. This transducer has diameter of 5 cm crystalline structure. The common output voltage is around 0-12 V. However at instant impact 

on this transducer, it can achieve until 30 V while the output current is about 5 mA. There are two shape of PZT piezoelectric transducer that 

been considering in this study which are the circular shape and the square shape. The circular shape of piezoelectric transducer is more 

suitable to accept the stress or strain at the middle of the transducer meanwhile, the square shape of piezoelectric produce high output voltage 

when the strain or stress applied on the tip of the transducer. 

This circular shape piezoelectric transducer has been choose because it is most suitable transducer for footstep rather than square 

piezoelectric transducer. The circular shape of piezoelectric give higher outputvoltage when testing on oscilloscope. This is due to the 

deflection on its structure when foot press is applied on it. The piezoelectric transducer is connected in series-parallel connection where the 

value of voltage as well as current output are both satisfactory. The output of the piezoelectric is in AC form. Before being stored in storage 

components such as battery or capacitor, it needs to be rectified into DC form then, supply itto the DC loads. In this study, the full wave 

bridge rectifier was used to rectify the output from the piezoelectric tile. The full wave bridge that is used in the study consist of four diodes 

and two capacitors as shown in Figure 1. One of the capacitors acts as smoothing capacitor to filter the output waveform and another one as a 

storage component to store the energy. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Diagram of the full-wave bridge rectifier with smoothing and storage capacitor 

Figure 2. The experiment setup of the piezoelectric tile 
 

This full wave bridge rectifier operation is divided into two-cycle which are positive half-cycle and negative half-cycle. The four 

diodes labelled D1 to D4 are arranged in “series pairs” with only two diodes conducting current during each half cycle. During the positive 

half cycle of the supply, diodes D1 and D2 conduct in series while diodes D3 and D4 are in OFF condition as they are now in reserve biased 

and the current flows through the two capacitors. During the negative half cycle of the supply, diodes D3 and D4 conduct in series as they are 

in forward biased, but diodes D1 and D2 are in reverse biased. The current flowing through the capacitors is the same direction as before. One 

of the capacitor acts as smoothing filter and another one acts as storage element. Both of them are connected in parallel. The voltage in the 

AC formis being rectified in the DC form in full brigde rectifier circuit, then it goes to the smoothing capacitor to remove any ripple factor 

that still left in the DC voltage form after the rectifier process. Lastly, the output from the piezoelectric tile is stored in the storage capacitor 

and ready to be used by another low power devices. The experiment setup of the piezoelectric tile as shown in Figure 2. 

 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The piezoelectric transducer output is in AC waveform. The output of the transducer needs to berectify and filtered before being 

used to the storage or to the DC loads. Figure 3 shows the output of the piezoelectric transducer before being inserted to the full bridge 

rectifier. 
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Figure 3. The output of the piezoelectric transducer before being rectifiy 

 

 

i. Connection of Piezoelectric 

The piezoelectric transducer was connected in series and parallel connection. Before using the piezoelectric transducer to generate 

electric energy, the connection needs to be determined to choose the better output from the piezoelectric transducer. Figure 4 shows three 

piezoelectric transducers were connected in series. Figure 5 shows, three piezoelectric transducers are connected in parallel connection. Two 

sets of three piezoelectrics that connected in series were attached in parallel for series-parallel connection as shown in Figure 6. The 

multimeter was connected to the piezoelectric transducers to measure the voltage and current across the connection. A double-sided tape 

3mm is placed on the top and the bottom of the piezoelectric transducer to maximize the output of this transducer. Figure 7 and Figure 8 

shows the output of the piezoelectric based on the connection that being done. 

 
 

 

Figure 4. The series connection of piezoelectric transducer 

Figure 5. The parallel connection of piezoelectric transducer 
 

 

Figure 6. The series-parallel connection of piezoelectric transducer 

 

 
 

 

figure 7. Voltage – Current graph of parallel andseries connection of 

piezoelectric 

Voltage – Current graph of series-parallelconnection of piezoelectric 
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Figure 7 shows that when the piezoelectric are connected in series the output voltage is high but the output current is low. 

However, vice versa happened for the parallel connection of the piezoelectric transducer. It give high current but low output voltage. 

In order to solve this problem, the combination of thisconnection needs to carry out. Two set of three piezoelectric transducers that 

connected in series was attached together in parallel to form series-parallel connection. The value of voltage as well as current output 

are both satisfactory. 

 
ii. Analysis on the Piezoelectric Tile 

The piezoelectric tile that show on the Figure 9 is used for foot press or pumping activites in order tocollect the voltage. 

The 6 cell of piezoelectric transducers is placed between the upper and lower of this piezoelectric tile. This piezoelectric tile is design 

in a square shape with wood block. This tile are screw at its four edge and combine with the spring to make the upper tile bounce 

back after the person step on it. The piezoelectric transducer is placed between the gaps of the two tiles.The subjects are asked to do 

the foot press or pumping activities on this piezoelectric tile to collect the voltage produced by the 6 cell piezoelectric transducers 

during that activities. Figure 10 show the model of the piezoelectric tile from front, side and inside view. 

Figure 9. The piezoelectric tile that used for foot press activities 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Model of piezoelectric tile with 6 cell of piezoelectric tile 

 
 

Table 1. The Weight and the Voltage Taken based on the Jump on the Piezoelectric 

Subject Weight (kg) 
5 sec 

Time (sec) 
10 sec 15 sec 20 sec 

Subject 1 45 1.98 V 2.15 V 2.80 V 3.78 V 
Subject 2 50 0.83 V 1.23 V 2.38 V 3.12 V 
Subject 3 55 1.76 V 2.73 V 4.66 V 5.65 V 
Subject 4   60  2.75V  4.59 V  5.31 V  6.06 V 

 

 

Study using foot press or pumping is conducted to determine the voltage output of a 6 cell of the piezoelectric transducer 

that connected in series-parallel connection. Table 1 shows subject with 45 kg,50 kg, 55 kg and 60 kg body weight are used to test 

the piezoelectric tile. They are asked to step on the tilesto do the foot press or pumping activities to test the voltage generating 

capacity of the piezoelectric tile. 

 

The voltage generated is based on the time recorded which are 5 sec, 10 sec, 15 sec, and 20 sec. The relation between the time taken 

and the voltage being generated is plotted in the graph for each weight. From Figure 11, it can be seen that maximum voltage is 

generated when the person pumps about 20 seconds on the piezoelectric tile. It also can be concluded that the force that is applied 

by every subject are variant. The voltage generated depends on the force that being applied to the piezoelectric tile. In theory when 

a bigger person pump on this piezoelectric tile, the voltage that is generated is higher compared to the smaller person. There are a 

linear relation between the force and the voltage generated. Figure 11 shows that the theory is proved. The weight of subject 4 is 

bigger than other subjects so it the voltage that generates by this subject is the highest when the subject pump on the tile. 
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Figure 11. Voltage against time measured during subject press on the piezo tile 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A piezoelectric tile is capable of generating more voltage when longer the time taken. The longer the time taken means 

more footstep/force are applied on the tile. The linear relation is found between the voltage generated and the time taken. This 

piezoelectric are specifically suitable for the implementation in the crowded area such as pavement street, train ticket counter, stairs 

and dance floor. The piezoelectric tile is also suited for the exercise tile such as for skipping or on the treadmill. The power that is 

generated from this piezoelectric tile can be used to power up the light street, light along the stairs and also low power appliances. 
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